TO BE THE LEADING FAITH-BASED AND YOUTH-LED ORGANIZATION IN MALAYSIA THAT PROMOTES FREEDOMS AND LIBERTIES WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF ISLAM AND HUMAN RIGHTS

The loudest and effective youth voice in Malaysia, empowering and deradicalizing the youth and other fragments of society.

Komuniti Muslim Universal (KMU) is a regional chapter of Muslims for Progressive Values (MPV) in Malaysia. It is a faith-based and youth-led organization registered as a non-profit organization in 2015 that deals explicitly with de-radicalization and counter-narrative works in response to the increase of religious radicalism and extremism in this country.

Web Address: http://kmumalaysia.org/

With a Sharia & Law background, Aizat is one of few dynamic and outspoken youth advocates and defenders for universal human rights and egalitarian, inclusive expressions of Islam and political conscience in Malaysia. He is also an advocate for social justice and reform in the Muslim world and has been active ever since he is in the university. His work to expose the subtle dynamics of democracy and popular voices, minorities’ rights, advocacy, youth empowerment and sustainable development goals has attracted much attention in the Southeast Asia through KMU and United Nations, where in recent years, the religious radicalization and politicization in the region have become visible and worrying.